Voxel-based morphometry studies of personality: issue of statistical model specification--effect of nuisance covariates.
There are an increasing number of studies on the localization of personality using voxel-based morphometry. Due to the complex analytic challenge in volumetric studies, the specification and treatment of the nuisance covariate (such as age, gender, and global measures) is currently not consistent. Here, we present a study in which we conducted voxel-based morphometry with Five-Factor Model (FFM) of personality traits (extraversion, neuroticism, openness to experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness) that aimed to test the influence of NC specification in the determination of the results. In this study, 62 healthy subjects underwent MRI investigation and completed a German version of the FFM personality questionnaire. Voxel-based morphometry was used to investigate the correlation between the FFM personality traits and subtle brain structure. Different NC combinations were used during the model specification. Significant clusters were found only under the condition of some of the NC combinations but not under the others. In addition, we use the structure equation modeling (automated specification search from AMOS) to narrow down the possible choices of NC combinations according to a set of goodness-of-fit indices to identify well-fitted statistic models. As a final step, theoretical implications of the results are discussed, before accepting the selected model.